
And lo, art begat art 
Interwoven Illuminations adds new twist to ekphrasis 

 

By David Pérez 

 

A painting. A poem from the painting. A photograph off the poem. A poem capturing the 

photograph. And so on. Twelve visual artists and twelve poets feeding off each other in a 

process spanning one year. Yet none of them knows the name of the person who precedes 

or them, or who will follow them, or the title of any of the works. 

 

What happens then when all the words and images are unveiled? We can all find out on 

Saturday, October 11, 2008, when “Interwoven Illuminations I – An Ekphrasis Event” 

takes place at the RANE Gallery, on Historic Ledoux Street, in Taos.  

 

“The concept behind Interwoven Illuminations is an intertwining of poets and visual 

artists—each being stimulated by the preceding piece of art and each in turn creating art, 

which will stimulate and illuminate the next artist/poet in sequence,” explained gallery 

owner Judith Rane. “It should be full of surprises.” (See sidebar for list of participating 

poets and visual artists) 

 

Publicity materials pose the question: When art begets art in a yearlong “string of 

crisscrossing individual artforms, twenty-four fold and through multiple iterations of 

work, will there be something shared along the entire line, that the soul of the original 

creation is somehow preserved?” 

 

SUBHEAD: Ekphrasis telephone tag 

 

The act of creating art inspired by another form of art is called ekphrasis, a Greek word 

that means, “out speak.” 

 

Ekphrasis is commonly used combining literary and visual art. It challenges the writer to 

create something that does not require the image or artwork to be disclosed — yet still 

speaks directly to it. Frequently the poet will use the poem as a means of literally giving 

voice to a mute art object, a type of call-and-answer. With skill, the object may appear 

before the listener or reader’s eye.  

 

The RANE Gallery in Taos explored ekphrasis with an event last year called “Reflections 

on Rane,” where eleven poets read from poems they wrote that were inspired by different 

paintings by the famed Taos artist, Bill Rane, who died in September 2005. The 

collection of poems and paintings from that show has been published as a gorgeous book 

titled, The Master’s Hand, Reflections on RANE.. 

 

Nancy Delpero, President of the Taos Society of Portrait Artists, helped to orchestrate 

both the 2007 event and the current Interwoven Illuminations. She said that everyone 

who’s participating in the 2008 show — which includes people from last year’s event — 

have really enjoyed the process. 



 

“I only recently got to see and read some of the work that was produced,” she said. 

“Certainly after seeing the paintings, I can see a thread that was carried out in much of 

the work. I thought that we might go out in left field, especially with some of the more 

abstract pieces, but there is definitely unity in the show.” 

 

As press materials explained, the initial flowering began in Taos with a show called 

Braided Lives: A Collaboration Between Artists and Poets conceived by artist Seamus 

Berkeley, Taos Gallery owner, Jan Mellor, and poet Andrea L. Watson, with Ekphrasis 

shows put on in San Francisco and Denver. In a show in Berkeley, the tables were turned 

around, and the painters created works after musing upon the writings of poets. 

 

What’s new this year was proposal by David Hinske of Sage Farm Gallery in Taos: 

alternate poems and paintings, like the game of telephone-tag. The cycle took a full year 

to complete, and the RANE event will literally be an unveiling where all the artworks and 

poems will be shown in their order of creation. 

 

SUBHEAD: Pushing boundaries 

 

Poet Andrea L. Watson of Taos and Denver, another organizer of the RANE show, 

explained that unlike prior ekphrasis events, with Interwoven Illuminations, the artist or 

poet was not asked to choose a work that s/he could respond to, or an artist with whose 

work s/he was necessarily familiar. 

 

“Interwoven Illuminations was designed to challenge each respondent to work outside of 

her or his usual comfort zone; to not know the name of the artist or artwork; to challenge 

one's own poetic or artistic boundaries; to work within a very short time-frame (3 weeks 

for each artist, 2 weeks for each poet),” she said. “This was a new experience for most of 

us and an exciting one. I found that I had to "live with" the artwork for a few days; do 

extensive research into what I hoped was the artistic vision of the piece; and then find a 

personal theme or inspiration of my own with which to respond. It was a very intense, 

profound, and transformational experience for me as a poet.” 

 

But each process has a beginning, in this case Bill Rane’s painting, “Aegean Sea Scroll.” 

 

“It’s one of my favorite paintings Bill did many years ago,” said his widow Judith, who 

picked the piece. “The idea of a scroll seemed an appropriate metaphor for the unveiling 

of a sequential artistic narrative.  Bill considered many of his paintings to be stories in 

their own right and often spoke of ‘the literature of paint.’”  

 

Poet Carol Aronoff from Hawaii, said,” I had to write on an abstract painting. The biggest 

challenge was to try to discern the underlying spark or intention of the art and make it 

part of my own creative process.” 

 

Scott Wiggerman of Austin, Texas, added: “From the poet's point of view, the biggest 

challenge in creating an ekphrastic poem is to add enough details so that someone who 



has never seen the art on which it's based can visualize the art, yet--at the same time--to 

expand the poem beyond mere description and transform the art into the poet's personal 

vision.  How much to retain, how much to interpret, how much to alter--these are all very 

tricky challenges that must be surmounted in the creation of a good ekphrastic poem.” 

 

What of the visual artists who worked off an untitled, unidentified poem?  

 

 “One of the surprising things has been to meet the poets and see how personable they 

are,” David Hinske stated. “Expecting quiet and introverted, I found in fact, they have 

bright light in their eyes and sparks coming out of their ears. Having the imagery in the 

poem as a reference point makes it simultaneously more and less difficult for the painting 

to find its voice. 

  

“Even with the wonderful moments of this collaboration, there are places in paintings that 

can't be described in words, and moments in the poems that can never be conjured other 

than in words. However, exploring the contact points between these disciplines (the way 

two colors react next to each other is not terribly far from the way two neighboring words 

behave) has produced a good thing: art that wouldn’t have otherwise existed.” 

 

Hmm, so how many works of art will the RANE event “create” out of thin air? A new 

Rosetta Stone that deciphers and links the ancient languages of art and image?  

 

The RANE Gallery is located at 214 Ledoux Street. The opening begins at 6 p.m. The 

readings start at 7 p.m. Interwoven Illuminations is part of the 2008 Taos Falls Arts 

celebrations and will also feature music by Te Zins on flute. The event is free and open to 

the public. Call (575) 758-0000 for more information. 

 

 

SIDEBAR 

List of poets and artists 

Poets: Veronica Golos, Cheryl Loetscher, Joseph Hutchison, Ellaraine Lockie, Karen 

Cordova, Kathleen Cain, Andrea L. Watson, Scott Wiggerman, Madelyn Garner, Carol 

Aronoff, Linda Arnold, and Dora E. McQuaid 

Artists: Bill Rane, Randall LaGro, Dorothy Lampl, Seamus Berkeley, Duane O’Hagan, 

Homare Ikeda, Carlos Barela, Nancy Delpero, David Hinske, Don Ward, Lenny Foster, 

and Salvatore Giglio 

 


